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Abstra t | The proliferation of wireless LAN te hnologies and mobile terminals has prompted an in reased
need to support eÆ ient and seamless roaming. Current mobility management proto ols, su h as the Mobile IP, as de ned in RFC 2002, do not s ale well
into these requirements. Mobile IP employs mobility
agents alled home agent and foreign agent to support
Internet-wide mobility. We present a distribution of
the mobility agent fun tionalities into fully s alable,
arbitrarily deep tree hierar hies of foreign agents.
We show that by distributing part of the fun tionality of the home agent into the foreign network we inrease the performan e signi antly and se urely. Our
performan e measurements show that the redu tion of
network laten y, due to signaling lo ality in the hierarhi al mode, enables faster lo ation update frequen ies
than in a RFC 2002- ompliant non-hierar hi al mode.
In our solution, the Dynami s - HUT Mobile IP
version 0.6-pre4, we obtained an in rease in the TCP
stream uto lo ation update frequen y when using a
hierar hi al on guration. We also experien ed similar in rease when using xed speed streamed UDP
traÆ with data speeds typi al for some popular multimedia formats. Consequently, we laim that this kind
of mobility agent ar hite ture is suitable for s alable,
fast-hando networks where multimedia streaming is
used.
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I. Introdu tion

Mobile users far from their home networks want the
same servi es as they would get when atta hed to their
oÆ e LANs and using the standard Internet proto ols.
Mobile internetworking will be an in reasingly important
element in future ommuni ation networks. Therefore,
wireless network management, mobile agent te hnologies,
proto ol tunneling, and mobility management on the Internet are areas of growing interest.
Delivering data, like multimedia, to mobile omputers
sets high demands on the networking te hnologies in the
physi al, data link, and network layers. The urrent wireless LAN te hnology an deliver the high speed data, but

la ks the ability to seamlessly s ale mobility over the subnet boundary. To go beyond this motivates the use of
network layer mobility management proto ols su h as the
Mobile IP [1℄ with its Internet-wide mobility.
However, hard bandwidth requirements for multimedia
data together with frequent hanges in the lo ation of the
mobile user are not easily handled by the basi Mobile
IP. Ea h lo ation hange requires signaling between the
mobile omputer and its home network and the laten y of
su h an operation an be hundreds of millise onds.
Additionally, the Mobile IP is not good at handling
hando s in a wireless network. It uses a timeout-based
me hanism to dete t the need to hange the urrent point
of a ess. This results in a noti eable pause, a glit h, in
the onne tion, espe ially when the MN is moving and
using multimedia streams on the network.
To meet the requirements of high mobility when using
multimedia traÆ on the Internet, we introdu e a solution that re-distributes the tasks of the basi Mobile IP
omponents. The mobility management in our solution is
handled loser to the mobile omputer.
In Se tion II, we onsider the problem of distributing the mobility management fun tionality eÆ iently, and
how this has been approa hed in some related work. Then,
in Se tion III, we present our solution, the Dynami s {
HUT Mobile IP version 0.6-pre4. It uses a mobility agent
hierar hy in the foreign network. Therefore, it adds some
proto ol enhan ements to the basi Mobile IP while being able to preserve downward ompatibility with it. In
Se tion IV, we present a set of measurements to show
the di eren e in performan e between a hierar hi al and
a non-hierar hi al version of Mobile IP. Con lusions from
this experiment and some suggestions for the future follow
in Se tion V.
II. Distributing mobility agents under frequent
lo ation updates

In the Internet, routing is based on having the host
lo ation en oded into the IP address of the host. A host
address is divided into a network pre x and the host number. The former is used to de ne the subnet where the
host is permanently lo ated. To enable Internet-wide mobility while preserving a permanent identity and uninter-

ruptible sessions, a mobility management proto ol, su h
as the Mobile IP [1℄, is needed.

A. EÆ ient lo ation management
There are several fa tors that a e t the performan e of
lo ation management in mobile internetworking. The mobile user must rst register with the lo ation management
system to present her redentials. Then, the movement of
the user auses lo ation management events in the system.
Registration
The purpose of registering a user with the system is
to establish that she is whom she laims to be and has
the required privileges to use the system. In addition, an
optional a ounting me hanism to re ord the amount of
used resour es may be initialized. The registration should
be se ure. To a hieve this, registration messages should
be orre t, on dentiality preserving, authenti ated, and
non-repudiated.
Registration implies that the mobile user's omputer,
the Mobile Node (MN ) and the entity that provides the
identity in the user's default lo ation, the Home Agent
(HA), have a mutual trust relationship. This is used in
the registration to establish a se urity asso iation between
the MN and the HA. Additionally, sin e the lo ation
management system itself is distributed, the system may
need to establish other se urity asso iations.
Lo ation management event

The MN 's arrival in a foreign network auses a lo ation
management event. Ex luding the registration, a lo ation
management event is omposed of two fun tions. First,
the system must perform a sear h to establish knowledge
of the user's lo ation; then the system must update its
state a ording to this information. The system must also
periodi ally update its state when the lo ation management maintains a lifetime for a onne tion.
Distributing the lo ation management
Badrinath and Rajagopalan [2℄ onsider a working set
of hosts, a set of a ess points that an MN most frequently uses. In ommon mobility s enarios, this set is
geographi ally lustered. Consequently, a lo ation management system that supports optimizations based on the
lo ality should have in reased performan e ompared to
those without su h support.
The lo ation management is supported by an interplay
of tasks performed by the HA and the other mobility
agent, an entity in the visited network alled the Foreign
Agent (FA). In a basi solution, the lo ation information
is stored mainly in the HA. To better support lo ality, we
propose a distribution of the lo ation information loser
to the MN .

In this paper we onsider the problem of distributing
the fun tionality of mobility agents (FA and HA) to allow frequent and seamless lo ation management operations while maintaining ongoing sessions and maximizing
data throughput. Any other node, all them Correspondent Nodes (CNs), should be able to transparently ommuni ate with MNs while the MNs are in the visited
networks, that is, without any requirements on the CNs.
Furthermore, the CN should not noti e any di eren e between ommuni ating with an MN at home or in the visited network. When an MN is moving and thus hanging
its lo ation of atta hment to the Internet it should maintain its sessions with CNs.
It an be expensive or even impossible for the MN to
re-register with the HA. This ould happen, for example, when the HA is far away and the MN is re eiving
real-time video data. If the MN hanges its point of atta hment while re eiving the video, it ould take a while
for the HA to re eive the registration of the new lo ation,
and the mobile user would per eive a glit h.
The frequen y of lo ation updates an be high, for example, in the wireless networks with a small ell size when
the MN is rossing many ell boundaries. Signaling messages produ e a traÆ load on the path from the MN to
the HA. When the number of MNs in reases, the HA
and the path between the visited network and the HA
will en ounter a high signaling load under frequent lo ation updates.
Basi Mobile IP
In the basi Mobile IP, a set of mobility agents, the
HA and the FAs, manage the routing between the mobile user's omputer, the MN , and her default lo ation
in the home network when she is not there. The HA is a
router on an MN 's home network that tunnels datagrams
for delivery to the MN . It thus maintains urrent lo ation information for the MN . The lo ation information is
stored in a data stru ture alled a mobility binding. The
IP forwarding part of the router takes are of the data
tunneling typi ally by using IP-IP en apsulation [3℄.
The FA is a router on an MN 's visited network, or foreign network, whi h provides routing servi es to the MN
while this is away from home, and registered to the mobility management system. Ea h MN uses its orresponding
HA, while the FA just a ts as an intermediate router. In
this way, several MNs an use their orresponding HAs
simultaneously over the same FA. The FA just delivers
datagrams tunneled by the MN 's HA to the MN . For
datagrams sent by an MN , the FA may also serve as a
default router for registered MNs [1℄.
The MN performs a registration with the HA. In
advan ed lo ation management systems, the registration
may in lude the use of authenti ation, authorization, and
a ounting (AAA) proto ols, su h as RADIUS [4℄, or DIAMETER [5℄. The registration request { registration re-

ply message ex hange is performed with the UDP proto ol between the MN and the HA. The orre tness is
preserved by using a non-zero UDP he ksum in the UDP
header. Con dentiality is onsidered out of s ope for the
basi proto ol, but authenti ation keys, and me hanisms
su h as link-level en ryption are suggested, if on dentiality is wanted.
On e the MN has registered with the system, the lo ation management is handled with a lo ation update message. The sear h for lo ation o urs through the interplay
of the MN and the FA so that the FA broad asts or
multi asts advertisements that tell about existing a ess
points. When the MN moves, it sends registration requests telling the system its urrent lo ation. The update
part is omposed of upgrading the mobility bindings in
the HA and the routing information in the system. Performan e is a e ted by the delays involved in these tasks
and signaling data transmissions.

B. Criteria for eÆ ient lo ation management
An ideal lo ation management system should provide
good performan e in data throughput and signaling, reliable se urity hara teristi s, and transparen y.
Hando time is the time elapsed from the initiation of the
lo ation update to the retrieval of the registration reply
signaling message in the MN . The smaller the hando
time is, the better the system an handle frequent lo ation
updates.
Data throughput in an ideal lo ation management system
would be onstantly maximal. Under frequent lo ation
updates the omparison an be done to data throughput
without lo ation updates, and to data throughput without the Mobile IP s heme (i.e. without IP-IP en apsulation), to nd out how the lo ation updates de rease the
throughput.

Average traveled distan e of lo ation update signaling
messages, measured with the number of hops or traveling
time in the network, should be minimal. This ontributes
to the lo ation update ost that should be minimized.
Se ure signaling is needed for session maintenan e prote tion and MN authenti ation.
Transparen y should be obtained so that the lo ation
management system is transparent to the MN and the
CN . Additionally, the number and hierar hy of FAs between the MN and the CN should not be visible to any
host other than the FAs in the urrent hierar hy.

C. Related work
There have been many suggestions for handling frequent
lo ation updates and minimizing pa ket loss in the Mobile
IP s heme. These are basi ally of three kinds: implementational improvements involving bu ering and di erent kinds of ne tuning, routing and other proto ol-based
solutions with, e.g., multi asting and broad asting, and
improvement suggestions to the Mobile IP proto ol itself.

Woo and Leung [6℄ onsidered bu ering and also proposed spe ial extensions to Mobile IP and to the Internet Mobile Host Proto ol (IMHP). Balakrishnan et al.
[7℄ suggest intelligent bu ering te hniques and multi astbased routing to speed up the hando , espe ially in a wireless Mobile IP environment.
In Foo's and Chua's Regional Aware Foreign Agent
(RAFA) proto ol [8℄, the distribution of agent responsibilities supports lo ality more than the basi Mobile IP.
The FA is divided into two, the RAFA and the Lo al Foreign Agent (LFA). In this model, the RAFA is the proxy
FA, known by the HA, while the LFA provides the point
of a ess. The MN an register with the RAFA through
the LFA instead of always registering with the HA. This
brings an in rease in the hando eÆ ien y when ompared
to the basi Mobile IP. El Malki, Fikouras, and Cvetkovi
[9℄ des ribe a method to support fast hando in a similar
environment. It is based on the list of FAs in the agent
advertisement and registration request.
M Cann et al. [11℄ suggested a distribution of the
FA fun tionality with a new type of spe ialized mobility agents alled surrogate agents. They would reate link
layer tunnels to FAs before any Mobile IP signaling, thus
making the distributed fun tionality and the hierar hy invisible to the MN . Additionally, THEMA draft dis usses
distributing the HA fun tionality. This works both in the
foreign network where the surrogate agents reply to registration requests and in the home network where the HA
may onne t to a home link via surrogate agents. The
home link then provides an a ess point for the MN and
keeps the MN and the HA onne ted.
Ca eres and Padmanabhan [12℄ des ribe fast and s alable hando s for wireless internetworks. They implemented and tested a hierar hi al solution based on Address Resolution Proto ol (ARP) [14℄ and their own loal mobility management proto ol. With their solution,
Ca eres and Padmanabhan measured fast lo ation update
times with very small pa ket loss ratio. Their solution
is based on two levels in the hierar hy. The se urity of
Ca eres's and Padmanabhan's solution is, as the authors
admit, on the same level of se urity as when using ARP.
Perkins and Wang [13℄ proposed a solution that uses
bu ering with dupli ate pa ket elimination to minimize
the number of lost pa kets in the lo ation updates. In addition they used hierar hi al FA management to redu e
the overhead of frequent hando s. They simulated the
proposed solution and were able to get substantial performan e improvements.
III. Hierar hi al mobility agent distribution

Some of the re ent suggestions use hierar hy to improve
the eÆ ien y of the Mobile IP proto ol. We propose a
solution that does not restri t the number of levels in the
hierar hy, builds only on the three elementary elements
of Mobile IP: the MN , FA, and HA, and uses messages
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Fig. 1. Mobility agent hierar hy

nearly as simple as the basi Mobile IP.
Our solution uses all the three fundamental improvement areas presented above. The emphasis is on routing
related improvements and in proto ol improvements. The
implementation uses e e tively the poli y routing solutions available in the Linux operating system [15℄ kernels
from the 2.2 versions upwards. The QoS features are also
used so that the signaling messages have a higher priority
than all other traÆ . The solution omplies with the basi Mobile IP. However, we have added fun tionality into
the signaling proto ol to enable lo alized frequent lo ation
updates.
We use a on ept of FA hierar hies. Fig. 1 illustrates an
example FA hierar hy. In our implementation it is possible to on gure trees of FAs; these FA hierar hies within
foreign networks an also be alled organizations. This
brings up new roles for FAs within the foreign networks.

Highest Foreign Agent (HFA) is the root of the FA
hierar hy in an organization. Lowest Foreign Agents
(LFAs) are those losest to the MN on a path from the
MN to the HA. These are typi ally the leaves of the FA
tree, though not ne essarily, like in Fig. 1 where e.g. FA1
or HFA1 may also be ome an LFA. Intermediate Foreign Agents (IFAs) are those lo ated between the LFA
and the HFA on the path from the MN to the HA. As
the MN moves, it hanges its point of atta hment, the
LFA, thus hanging also the path from the MN to the
HA. The lowest FA that belongs to both the old and the
new paths is alled the Swit hing Foreign Agent (SFA).
The lassi ation of FAs is only on eptual. The same
software implementation is used for the FA fun tionality,
no matter what the position of the FA is. This is important point for the implementation, as the hierar hy might
ollapse so that HFA, IFAs, and LFA are all in the same

Fig. 2. Registration in a foreign network, full ex hange

host, like in the original Mobile IP.

A. Signaling
In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we an see a typi al registration
pro edure in a foreign network: rst, when the registration rea hes up to the HA, whi h is the ase with every
lo ation update in a basi non-hierar hi al Mobile IP system, and then a lo alized example. When the MN moves,
it sends a registration request message to the new LFA,
whi h reates an un on rmed mobility binding and forwards the registration request upwards to the next higher
IFA.
At some point, when the registration request is being
forwarded up the hierar hy, it arrives at the SFA. This
dete ts that the requesting MN already has a mobility
binding, but the request is oming from a di erent lower
FA. This means that the MN has hanged its LFA. The
SFA replies to the MN with a registration reply message
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Fig. 3. Registration in a foreign network, lo alized ex hange

[1, Ch. 3℄ ontaining the remaining lifetime of the mobility
binding of that parti ular MN in the SFA. This reates
an illusion that the HA has answered to the request. This
fun tionality brings a part of the HA fun tionality down
to the FAs.
The lo alized registration does not rea h the HA and it
annot thus be used to update the binding lifetime at the
HA. The MN is responsible for keeping the whole tunnel
alive and it needs to for e a registration up to the HA
whenever the lifetime of the tunnel would be ex eeded.
The registration message an be send without the session
key based authenti ation extension in order to for e the
FA organization to forward the request all the way to the
HA. This HA binding update in reases the signaling trafbetween the home and visited networks. It is therefore
reasonable to use long binding lifetimes at the HA so that
the number of the needed messages an be limited. This
way the lo ation update messages need not be sent to the
HA if the FA organization is not hanged. However, the
MN an still make sure that the binding will not expire
at the HA or in any of the FAs in the path.
The SFA informs the lower part of the old path about
the MN 's movement by sending a tear-down message.
This is a new fun tionality not in luded in the Mobile
IP standard of RFC 2002. This is needed to prevent a
situation in whi h an FA re eiving a registration request
from the MN is not aware of the hanges made to the
path higher in the hierar hy. This would result in the
FA replying to the MN and not sending the registration
request upwards even though it should, and the FA hierar hy would then be in an in onsistent state.

B. Se urity
Dynami s { HUT Mobile IP supports se ure signaling
through authenti ation, replay prote tion and IP address
based on guration me hanisms. A separate session key
management proto ol and a spe i extension are used
to support se ure lo alized lo ation updates in the FA
hierar hy.
MN and HA have a pre on gured shared se ret that
they use to authenti ate ea h other. A se urity parameter
index must be de ned for every MN . It is used for indexing the se urity asso iation at the HA [1℄. The asso iation
in ludes a pre on gured shared se ret. Keyed MD5 [16℄
is used as the authenti ation algorithm and it determines
the message authenti ation ode (MAC) by using a se ure
hash of the key and the message.
An FA may have optional se urity asso iations with
other FAs, and the HFA similarly with the HA. If a seurity asso iation exists, the session key an be en rypted
with the help of the shared se ret and thus man-in-themiddle style atta ks an be prevented. If no se urity asso iation is set for a ertain FA { FA or HFA { HA
pairs, publi key en ryption by RSA [17℄ is used. The use
of publi key en ryption without key erti ates makes

it possible for a tive atta kers to hange the transmitted publi key and try to apture the transmitted session
keys. Our implementation has a feature to prote t the key
distribution from this kind of atta ks. The FAs an advertise a MD5-based hash value of the HFA's publi key
so that the MN an add this hash ode in the prote ted
part of the registration request. This way the HA an
he k whether the publi key has a valid hash ode as it
has a se urity asso iation with the MN .
Timestamps or non es are used for replay atta k prote tion and message sequen e dete tion between the MN
and the HA. A spe i extension is used to implement sequen e number based replay prote tion between the FAs
and the MN in lo alized lo ation updates. Non es and
timestamps are prote ted by the Mobile-Home Authentiation Extension [1℄, and sequen e numbers by a session
key based authenti ation extension.
Additionally, HAs and FAs may restri t the allowed
signaling partners (MNs or FAs) with IP addresses or
network addresses and network masks based on gurations.
Session key management
The HA a ts as a session key distributor for the FA
hierar hy and the MN . Session key management protool is used to distribute the session key into the MN 's
registered path that in ludes the HA, the FAs between,
and the MN .
When the MN registers with the HA, ea h FA sends its
RSA publi key in the registration request to the next FA
higher in the hierar hy, and the HFA orrespondingly to
the HA. If a se urity asso iation exists between su essive
mobility agents, RSA is not used. The HA generates a
session key from pseudo-random data. This key is sent
in two opies in the registration reply: one for the HFA,
en rypted with its RSA publi key or its shared se ret, and
one for the MN en rypted with its shared se ret. When
the HFA re eives the registration reply it de rypts the
session key, and en odes it with the next lower level FA's
publi key or shared se ret. This is repeated down the
path to the MN . The MN in turn an de rypt its opy
of the key with its own shared se ret.
When a lo al lo ation update o urs, the FAs in the old
path already know the urrent session key and the SFA
an authenti ate the MN . MN authenti ates itself to
the FA hierar hy by omputing a MAC for the signaling
message using the session key. The MAC is then sent
to the FA along with the registration request, and, as
before, ea h FA along the new path sends its own publi
key to the next higher FA or uses a pre on gured shared
se ret. When the SFA re eives the registration request, it
he ks the MAC with its own session key. It then sends a
registration reply to the MN via the new path. The reply
in ludes the session key en rypted with the next lower
FA's publi key or shared se ret, and this way the FAs

in the new path will get the session key for the mobility
binding.
IV. Performan e analysis

We took a series of measurements to establish the latenies aused by the signaling proto ol. We also measured
how large lo ation update frequen ies ould be obtained
when transferring TCP or UDP data, with or without using a hierar hi al system of FAs. A throughput suitable
for a video streams of 1.4 Mbps, su h as a near TV-quality
MPEG-1 [18℄, was hosen as the speed for the pa ed UDP
streams. Motivation for the latter measurements was to
nd out how frequently the lo ation updates ould be performed with our solution when using a representative multimedia appli ation.

A. Testbed setup
A ontrollable losed-network testbed was onstru ted
(Fig. 4) where we had two organizations and a mobile that
ould roam within and between them. Additionally, we
on gured a third, non-hierar hi al, RFC 2002- ompliant
organization with four independent FAs. The same HA
and MN were used in all the tests.
For the hierar hi al ase, we onstru ted a full 3-level
deep binary tree of FAs into both organizations. The
MN ould onne t in any pre on gured order to the FAs
enabling hando s between any pair of FAs in the gure.
The e e t of the Internet was emulated by a laten y lter
in the delay host (Fig. 4) through whi h all traÆ from the
home network, or the CN , to the FA networks passed.
All mobility agents resided in physi ally di erent hosts
where the MN , HFAs, HA, and the CN were Pentium lass hosts whereas all the other FAs were less efient, ustom-built, 486-based embedded a ess point
hosts, alled Martnodes [19℄, with a wired and a wireless
network interfa e. The wired hierar hy in both networks
was in private address-spa e subnets, like the network between the HFAs and the delay host. We used Lu ent's
IEEE 802.11 [20℄ ompatible 2 Mbps WLAN adapters in
the FAs and the MN in ad ho mode. The HA and the
CN were in a network behind the delay host. All the
networks were dedi ated to the test.
The MN used a wireless network for all its ommuniation with the FAs, and all the other data (i.e. between
FAs and HA and between HA and CN ) were transferred
in the wired network. The lear bottlene k on the network
was the wireless part. The maximum obtainable throughput without lo ation updates was about 1.4 Mbps using
TCP and 1.6 Mbps using UDP.

B. Measurements

We ran all the tests using FA de apsulation [1℄ and reverse tunneling [10℄ on the wireless environment. During
a hando , we did not use the wireless extensions of our

implementation that an sele t the most appropriate FA
for the MN using the monitored radio link quality. In
these tests we merely for ed the MN to follow a predened FA path and hando frequen y. Therefore, the MN
did not use the agent dis overy part of the Mobile IP. In
pra ti e, the MN re eived the agent advertisements, but
it ompleted a lo ation update only when requested by a
test s ript.
We on gured se urity asso iations between the HA
and the MN , and separately in ea h organization between
its FAs. The HFAs and the HA did not have a pre on gured shared se ret. Therefore, they used RSA publi key
en ryption with 768-bit publi keys for session key distribution. This resulted in a noti eable laten y when the
organization was hanged and a new session key was distributed for the new HFA. All the other key distribution
operations ould be done with the mu h faster method {
using keyed MD5. This kind of on guration orresponds
to the ase where we do not have the omplexity of managing shared se rets between the home networks and ea h
foreign network. However, it is feasible to use shared serets between FAs in one administrative organization as
is the usual ase with FA hierar hies. The third, nonhierar hi al organization of four FAs did not use the session keys, so the RSA en ryption was not needed. However, we on gured a shared se ret between these FAs
and the HA to minimize the se urity overhead in our implementation with the non-hierar hi al ase.
Our implementation has optimizations that limit the
number of lost pa kets by keeping the old and the new
tunnel up simultaneously during lo ation updates. In the
test environment, this ould a e t the measurements as
the number of FAs was limited. To see the worst ase,
where the MN would always arrive at a previously unvisited FA, we removed the old tunnel immediately when
re eiving the tear-down message thus an eling the tunnel optimization. The lower part of the tunnel was then
rebuilt every time the MN moved.
We for ed the lo ation updates so that the MN started
a new registration with given intervals. If the MN ould
not omplete the previous registration before the new one
began, our s ript added a rewall lter to drop the in oming pa kets from the CN until a registration su eeded.
This orresponds to the situation in whi h an MN is too
fast for the registration pro edure to omplete in time.
In the rst test, we measured laten ies in a large set
of lo ation updates. Typi al laten ies from three di erent
types of hierar hy traversals an be seen in Fig. 5. Fig. 6
shows in detail the lo ation update laten ies between FA1
and FA2 . These laten ies had a peak at 24 ms. A similar
peak for lo ation updates between FA3 and FA5 was at
43 ms and between FA13 and FA15 at 62 ms. The SFA in
all these ases was HFA1 as it was the rst FA that was
in both the old and the new path to the HA. The new
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additional hierar hy level added about 19 ms of laten y
to the lo ation update. In our tests, we ould not observe
non-linearities when s aling the system to multiple levels
of hierar hy.
The average and standard deviation of laten ies for
10000 samples of ea h hando type (Table I) did not inlude any delay between the HFAs and the HA. This
would only have added a onstant to the lo ation update
laten y when the HFA is hanged in the hierar hi al ase
or when the FA is hanged in the non-hierar hi al ase.
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In the se ond test, we measured the TCP throughput
as a fun tion of lo ation update frequen y (Fig. 7). We
varied the frequen y from 0.1 to 25 lo ation updates per
se ond. We wanted to nd out, how frequent lo ation
updates our implementation ould handle without spe ial
link layer support. As a result of this some of the test
runs used frequen ies that are quite high for many environments. In the hierar hi al ase, the MN was moving
between FA3 , FA4 , FA5 , and FA6 (Fig. 4) with a given
frequen y. In the non-hierar hi al ase the MN moved
between the four independent FAs.

TABLE I

Lo ation update laten ies for some transitions
Average
in ms
24.0
32.5
43.2
52.5
62.6
97.8
117.8
137.7
13.2
24.0
29.8
30.5
43.3
62.9
97.7
118.1
137.5
13.0
14.4
24.1
28.7
29.5
43.3
62.6
97.7
117.8
137.5

Std. dev.
in ms
2.2
3.7
2.9
4.0
5.4
0.7
0.7
1.1
3.2
2.4
2.3
3.0
2.5
3.3
0.4
1.3
0.7
2.3
2.3
2.6
2.9
2.4
4.3
3.9
0.5
1.8
0.7

The traÆ was produ ed by netperf(1L) together with
Linux 2.2.9 default settings for network proto ol parameters. We hanged the minimal routing a he ushing delay
on the nodes in order to make the routing table hanges
immediately. The size of the sent messages was 4096 bytes
and the data stream dire tion was from the CN to the
MN . In Fig. 7 we have no simulated laten y between the
CN and the MN , while in Fig. 9 we have the same test
with a laten y of 100 ms. Laten ies to distant hosts on
the Internet an be even larger.
In the third test, we examined the pa ket loss with and
without the hierar hy as a fun tion of lo ation update
frequen y when using 1.4 Mbps video-speed UDP streams
(Fig. 8). Measurements for 128 kbps audio-speed UDP
streams produ ed similar results. We transmitted UDP
pa kets with a payload of 1000 bytes from the CN to the
MN .
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Fig. 7. TCP throughput, no laten y

the FAs have the ability to reply to the registration requests, the possibly large laten y between the HA and
the visited network does not disrupt the ommuni ation
as easily as with the non-hierar hi al ase. The hierar hial implementation also redu es the amount of signaling
data passed between the HA and the visited network.
The measured laten ies of the lo ation updates did not
reveal any non-linearity so there is no need to limit the
number of levels in the hierar hy to two as is done in some
designs for hierar hi al Mobile IP [8℄. The possibility to
onstru t deeper hierar hies an be advantageous for organizations that like to hide the internal stru ture of the
visited network routers. In addition it is a natural hoi e
for many network topologies. Typi ally, ea h organization would have a HFA that ould use eÆ ient hardwarebased routing and en apsulation to provide enough bandwidth. Ea h building ould have the next level FA and
ea h a ess point would be in yet another level of hierarhy. In this kind of a onstru tion, the lo ation updates
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C. Dis ussion

Our results showed that the use of a hierar hi al FA
network provides onsiderable advantages over the basi
RFC 2002 operation. It seems that the Mobile IP an
be extended to work with frequent lo al lo ation updates
of even more than 10 times per se ond this way. When
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Fig. 8. Video-speed UDP streams, no laten y
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Fig. 9. TCP throughput, 100 ms laten y

Fig. 11. TCP throughput, with hierar hy, no laten y

are brought lose to the MN . This will also lessen the signaling workload of the highest FA and its main job would
be to provide enough routing apa ity.
We did not tune the data transport proto ols, though
the measurements showed that the TCP throughput
qui kly degraded when pa kets were lost. The throughput dropped mu h faster than in the orresponding UDP
test when we used a laten y of 100 ms in the data path
(Fig. 10). The simulated laten y varied between 95 and
105 millise onds. The loss of pa kets an be signi ant in
wireless LANs so transport proto ol improvements ould
be useful.

TCP tests without the delay when exa tly ve lo ation
updates were ompleted in a se ond. The orresponding
UDP measurement did not show su h a drop and the reason for this seems to be in a TCP timer that will halt the
transmission momentarily when a signi ant amount of
pa kets are lost on 200-ms intervals. With the same measurement and using version 0.6-pre4 of the mobility agents
with FA de apsulation, not suÆ iently many pa kets were
lost to show su h a drop in the throughput.
The pro essing speed of the agents seems to have a noti eable e e t on throughput. Most of the lost pa kets
were dropped while onstru ting the new path. The signaling messages need pro essing on ea h agent so the data
pa kets an go a bit faster through a node. They were thus
sometimes dropped, as a new tunnel was not ready when
the data pa kets arrived.
Our testbed had a nearly ideal network environment
sin e it did not drop pa kets signi antly. The data
throughput tests indi ate that the hierar hi al ase has an
advantage over the non-hierar hi al one when the lo ation
update frequen y is near the total uto point. In an ideal
environment, the advantage is evident in the signaling laten ies enabling operation, even if lo ation updates o ur
more frequently than the laten y between the visited network and the home network would allow. Furthermore,
the redu ed amount of signaling traÆ between the HA
and FAs an give signi ant advantages when multiple
MNs of a HA are hanging their lo ation frequently.

The performan e was also sensitive to small hanges in
the design and use of the mobility agents. This ould be
observed e.g. from the TCP throughput when using a
200 ms lo ation update frequen y (Fig. 11). Earlier, with
version 0.5 of the mobility agents and en apsulation up to
the MN , a lear drop of the throughput was seen in the
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V. Con lusions and future work
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Fig. 10. Video-speed UDP streams, 100 ms laten y

In this paper, we have presented a hierar hi al version of
Mobile IP that distributes the roles of the mobility agents.
The mobility bindings are a hed in the a ess network
and the system prote ts their use with a session key proto ol. This enables se ure lo alized lo ation updates with
eÆ ient signaling. The agent advertisement and the registration request ontain only the address of the HFA, and

the registration request travels only to the losest FA that
an handle the routing hange. This results in a s alable
system and enables the use of private addresses between
intermediate and lowest FAs. The use of a short binding lifetime de reases the advantage of lo alized lo ation
updates and in reases the signaling load on the HA and
the FA hierar hy. When a binding expires, it for es the
MN to send a binding update up to the HA. The binding
lifetimes with this system need not be short, however.
The eÆ ien y of the solution as ompared to a nonhierar hi al approa h was shown to be signi ant when
the hando frequen y was high. When we use signal-based
hando s in wireless environments, the system presented
an provide the hando speeds needed for glit hless multimedia streaming. The measurements indi ated that in
an ideal environment, whi h is not dropping noti eable
amounts of pa kets, the hierar hy has a bene t on the
data throughput when the lo ation update frequen y is
near the uto limit. A similar testing should be done on
a non-ideal system that drops, dupli ates, and reorders
pa kets.
Implementing the presented ar hite ture revealed that
it requires thoroughness to get a system that behaves orre tly and maintains a onsistent state in the FA hierarhy. In the version measured, loss of tear-down messages
or ertain other anomalies may ause problems. Therefore, a formal proof of orre tness using the most re ent
version of this proto ol would be useful. To further improve the performan e, more prioritizing of traÆ ould
be used, for example, to redu e the bandwidth based on
user, paid fee, or type of servi e. Also, adaptivity ould
be introdu ed, e.g. the retry time for registration requests
ould be made adaptive to registration delays. This would
suggest that lowering the minimum time between registration requests, as spe i ed in the RFC 2002, is feasible
in this ar hite ture. Furthermore, a se ondary fast agent
dis overy ould also be pra ti al.
In settings where laten ies exist and fast mobility is
required, Mobile IP [1℄ with our extensions an be useful.
The in rease in eÆ ien y be omes the more relevant the
more laten y we introdu e between the MN and the home
network. If large laten ies exist between the FAs in the
foreign network, a similar advantage an be obtained from
multiple levels of hierar hy.
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